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25th August, 2020.
Shri Debasish Panda, IAS,
Special Secretary, DFS,
Ministry of Finance,
New Delhi.
Respected Sir,
We would like to recall the meeting we had with you in August '19 at the time of your visit to Mumbai, New India, HO to attend
Board meeting.
During the course of discussion we referred the non inclusion of the retired TAC employees from joining in 1995 Pension
Scheme when one more option to join was given to PSGI and GIC Re left out retirees. You mentioned also you were aware
about the matter and would try to consider the proposal.
It is necessary to mention here that since the rationalization of pay structures in 1974, TAC employees were extended the same
benefits from time to time and always used to treat as part of nationalized General Insurance sector.
In between we made attempts to meet you in person in the last week of February, '20 at Delhi and request you to consider the left
out TAC employees to give one more option to erstwhile TAC retirees. But due to Coved'19 virus and lockdown clamped in the
entire country we could not follow up regularly.
Sir, at present living retirees who are not opted for Pension 1995, in TAC will not exceeded 25 to30 in numbers all over the
country and as such burden on pension fund will be negligible.
It is improper when around sixteen thousand retirees in PSGI companies and GICRe got opportunity to join in Pension Scheme
and same benefits were not extended to a small number of TAC retired employees.
We therefore once again appeal to you to give justice these small sections of retirees from TAC and advice GIPSA to issue
appropriate instructions as the matter is extensively delayed.
Sir, we are of the firm belief you will consider our request sympathetically and bring smile to left out retirees of TAC and give
them an opportunity to enjoy a respectful retired life in the society.
Thanking you in anticipation,
Yours faithfully,

(U.Banerjee)
General Secretary,
General Insurance Pensioners All India Federation.
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